This correspondence investigates M -band wavelet packets and a generalized framework for the design and efficient utilization of multirate filter bank trees (FBTs). While the increased flexibility of M -band wavelet packets over the standard 2-band wavelet packets is desirable in many signal processing applications, the possibilities in time-frequency design using arbitrary filter bank cascades are even greater. We show how to construct FBTs for arbitrary given tree-like splits of the time-frequency plane. Furthermore we give an explicit construction for efficient simultaneous subband and spectral analysis in the general Like many extensions to wavelet theory that were initially inspired by certain applications, our investigations were started by the search for more flexible TFTs for analysis and denoising of severely distorted high fidelity audio signals. In contrast to M -band wavelet decompositions, M -band wavelet packets allow for TFTs as depicted in Fig. 1 . Also there is no nonlinear phase restriction as with nontrivial 2-band orthonormal wavelets [4] . Several approaches to model human perception as well as analysis of audio signals suggest that even arbitrary M -adic TFTs may be too restrictive for reasonable audio signal processing. Probably the most popular of those approaches is the partition of the frequency axis into critical bands [5] of human auditory perception, used in many applications such as MPEG-audio coding. Another model for sound analysis comes Permission to publish this abstract separately is granted
directly from observing the octaveband structure prevalent in many acoustic signals, especially in music [6] .
A logarithmic TFT adapted to such an octaveband structure is naturally induced by the classical 2-band wavelet transform, but closer investigations of the well-tempered musical scale show that even this "natural" 2-band representation should be refined [6] . Such a refinement is shown in the applications section, see Fig. 9 for the corresponding frequency split tree. To achieve such TFTs, we introduce a concept of systematically cascading of wavelet filter banks with arbitrary varying decimation factors. TFTs of FB cascades have been treated for the 2-band case [1] . Whereas the M -band case is similar, one has to be a little bit more careful in the nonhomogeneous case. We present algorithms for analysis and design of such arbitrary TFTs. The desired frequency split is represented by a simple rooted tree.
Real-time signal processing requires very fast algorithms and even the fast Fourier transform sometimes suffers from high computational complexity. If we have to perform simultaneous spectral and subband analysis, as for example in MPEG-audio coders, the computational complexity is even greater. We explicitly describe how to carry out an approximate spectral analysis using the subband samples for the general case. The proposed method allows arbitrary closeness to the signals spectral response as a trade off between approximation and computational complexity. It arises naturally from the analysis of the decimated filter banks. Recent work [7] [8] is related to our construction as a special case.
The proposed methods of M -band wavelet-packet and FBT transforms were tested with several audio signal processing applications, most extensively with the denoising of severely distorted musical signals [9] , [6] .
I. M -Band Wavelet Packets
We briefly review M -band wavelets and formulate conditions for an M -band multiresolution analysis yielding an orthonormal wavelet decomposition of L 2 (R) . This enables us to construct M -band wavelet packets similar to the 2-band approach [1] . Following [10] , let h 0 ∈ R N → 1 (Z) be a unitary M -band scaling filter of finite length N , i.e., 
, whose dilates and translates form a wavelet tight frame for L 2 (R) , see [10] . If we define U j,i := span({ψ i (M j · −k)|k ∈ Z}), and additionally require the translates of the ψ 0 to be orthonormal, the nested sequence {0} ⊂ . . .
forms an M -band multiresolution analysis (see [11] , p. 129 and p. 319, as well as [2] ) similar to the 2-band MRA, but with an arbitrary integer dilation factor M . Since
there are orthogonal decompositions [10]
We now recursively define M -band wavelet packet functions by
, and denoting by δ M Λ n the δ M −image of Λ n , the following holds, see [1] for the 2-band case.
The proof is constructive and yields a fast M -band wavelet packet decomposition algorithm. From this follows
The proposition yields the orthogonal decomposition L 2 (R) = ∞ k=0 Λ k . As in the 2-band case we obtain orthonormal decompositions of L 2 (R) for each M -adic partition of N 0 :
Examples of L 2 (R) decompositions constructed this way are the M -band wavelet decomposition (1)
To address the question for a combination of different M 's in one wavelet packet analysis, note how to
, where we used the identity
The resulting function system is a subset of the system we started with and therefore orthonormal. Since all constructible bases in the M j −band case are special cases of the M −band case, they are orthonormal and complete in L 2 (R) . We can also apply our construction locally to construct multiresolution analyses like 0
Including other spaces Ω i besides the lowpass-space Ω 0 in our construction, we are able to construct multiresolution analyses of L 2 (R) for arbitrary tree structures. Relaxing the L 2 (R) requirements we now focus on TFTs resulting from cascaded multirate filter banks.
II. Filter Bank Trees (FBTs)
The psychoacoustic model of human perception has found many applications. Sinha and Tewfik [12] use special 2-band wavelet packet filter banks to model the critical band scale, whereas MPEG-audio coding uses a 32-band decimated filter bank for this purpose [13] . When comparing these partitions of the frequency axis with those suggested by the critical bands, we observe a certain mismatch in the bandwidths. For example the MPEG decomposition is linear whereas the bark scale shows nonlinear behaviour [5] . An exactly matching decomposition would be profitable in most cases.
Naturally one has also to consider the sampling rate and corresponding frequency range. In our examples, the underlying sampling rate was 48 kHz, yielding a bandwidth of 24 kHz. Attempts to partition the frequency axis into critical-or octavebands showed that even the possibility of M -adic schemes (for a fixed M ) does not yield very satisfying results [6] . The use of a nonhomogeneous tree structured multirate filter banks seems to be a natural extension and indeed offers the possibility of some very natural looking subband partitions.
Definition 1:
A filter bank tree (FBT) consists of a finite rooted tree T with root k 0 , together with a function
Trees naturally induce a poset on their nodes, which facilitates the introduction of two FBT types. An analysis FBT is an FBT, such that its root is the maximal and its leaves are the minimal elements. A synthesis FBT has the same syntax but uses the reversed order on its nodes. Fig. 2 shows an analysis FBT.
To each FBT (T, w) corresponds a semantics. Such a semantics associates to every node k of T an operation composed of the well-known multirate filter operators upsampling,
k , and pointwise multiplication. The latter is given for each z-transform
. Each of those operations has a time-domain equivalent. For pointwise multiplication this is convolution, in particular, translation by samples in the special case of z .
In the sequel we mostly work in the z-domain.
Definition 2:
Given an FBT (T, w), its analysis semantics, called tree structured analysis filter bank (TFB), is the pair (T, W ), where W assigns to every node k ∈ T the filter operation
Using the first noble identity
where q 1 := 1 and
are the decimation factors along the considered path. On the unit circle the z-factor is merely a linear phase shift. Also (↓ q r+1 ) is independent of the filters and the p i 's, and hence we shall deal with the term
From a filter bank point of view, H(k) tells us which subband is analyzed by the operation W (k). This subband selection is nontrivial if we think about the homogeneous 2-or M -band case [14] and the difference between natural and filter bank order. Two problems arise very naturally: given an FBT (T, w), compute or describe its semantics and given a TFB (T, W ), design its syntactic companion (T, w). The first problem amounts to calculate the subband-order and describe W (k) or H(k) for k ∈ T, whereas the second problem is in a sense a factorization problem.
To illustrate the main ideas, we will assume ideal M -band filter banks (
. Thus the function is uniquely determined by its value at ω = π and its restriction to [0, π), where it is the characteristic function of the interval 
. In this case, we will write
The l.h.s. of Fig. 3 shows an ideal FBT. To describe the semantics of ideal FBTs, we define
We note that j is strictly increasing in , and j( , p, M )
corresponds to the characteristic function of the union of q disjoint intervals each of length π qM . We now state the main result.
where K r+1 is defined recursively by K 1 := 0 and
According to Theorem 1 the semantics of an ideal FBT describes a partition of [0, π) into subintervals of type I M p , i.e., a frequency split. Fig. 3 shows syntax, semantics, and induced frequency split for an ideal FBT. Note that every finite rooted tree T induces a canonical frequency split.
We now address the second problem. For a given TFB T specifying certain semantics, find a suitable FBT. Since the tree structure of our ideal TFBs gives us the M k 's, the calculation of the w(
reduces to finding appropriate p i 's. From (5) we notice that for each k ∈ T, H(k) can be written as 
where q r , M r , K r , and K r+1 are given by the TFB and q r M r = q r+1 . We now state that this allows the calculation of p r . Hence we can iterate the construction to obtain all p i 's and in the end the desired FBT.
and M 1 are given. Then
is odd, and
As an example, consider the subtree H 6 3 → (H 12 6 , H 12 7 ) in Fig. 3 . We may start with this subtree to reconstruct the l.h.s. FBT. In this case we know M 0 = 6, M 1 = 2, p 0 = 3. Let j = 6, then (7) reads
For the other branch we obtain H 2 0 (z 6 )H 6 3 (z) = H 12 7 (z).
Thus the FBT subtree contains the leaves (1, 2, H 2 0 ) and (0, 2, H 2 1 ).
We now investigate a method for efficient simultaneous evaluation of the filter bank analysis and the Fourier spectrum in the general FBT framework. Recall that the syntax of a synthesis FBT is the same as for analysis
FBTs except for the reversed order on the nodes.
Definition 3: Assume a synthesis FBT (T, w).
For every node k of T with w(k) = (p, M, F ) we define the
The synthesis semantics of (T, w) assigns to a node k with predecessors
Combining analysis and synthesis FBTs by connecting the leaves, we obtain filter banks (FBs), as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The semantics of the FB comes from the semantics of the constituting analysis-and synthesis-FBT pair (T a , w a ) and (T s , w s ): Let λ be a bijection between the trees leaves. The FBs semantics U is defined on
for all non-leaves k ∈ T s with predecessors c 1 , . . . , c r .. A FB (T, w) with sink s yields perfect reconstruction iff U (s) = z for some ∈ Z. We assume w.l.o.g. U (s) = z 0 = 1. Since (U (s)X)(z) = X(z), we may evaluate the spectrum X(z) directly or via U (s)X. The FB operations induce factorizations of U (s) which may be used to save computations using approximate evaluation.
Consider the FB in Fig. 5 . In this example U (s) factorizes to
Hence for any signal X,
which is the well-known PR equation for 2-band filter banks. Note that the coefficients for pointwise multiplications involving z −1 , F 0 , and F 1 may be calculated in advance. Further, (U (k)X)(z 2 ) can be written as the z-transform of a time domain sequence Z(U t (k)x)(z) = (U (k)X)(z) with U t denoting the time-domain operation corresponding to U . Hence we first calculate U t (k)x and U t (k )x, then U (k)X(z 2 ) and U (k )X(z 2 ).
After the pointwise multiplication induced by z −1 • F 0 and F 1 we add the terms according to (8) . Savings may arise because for near ideal filters f 0 and f 1 , the pointwise multiplication by the frequency responses F 0
and F 1 sets to zero many of the coefficients in either of the two components in (8) .
In applications we are mainly interested in computing X(z) for only a finite set of values z, mostly the n-th roots of unity Ω n := (ω 0 n , . . . , ω n−1 n ), ω n := e 2πi n . We denote by X(z)| Ω the column vector in C n resulting from the evaluation of X(z) on all values in Ω. In the general case we start with an arbitrary FB (T, w). Assuming
We may now repeatedly substitute for the U ( i ) and obtain a sum of the form U (s) = a∈A P (a) • U (a) with terms
where A is a maximal antichain of nodes in the synthesis part of T and s = s 0 ← . . . ← s r ← a and
, we write P (a) as
with q j as above. We obtain
(z) by Theorem 1.
We evaluate (P (a)Y a )(z) at Ω n , where Y a is the z-transform of the subband signal y a = U t (a)x. By (10),
for 0 ≤ < n and λ := r j=0 p j q j . Assume now that the signal x and the filters are in 1 (Z), then y a ∈ 1 (Z) as well. Define the periodization p n :
, those identities give us explicit means to evaluate (P (a)Y a )(z)| Ωn , using suitable divisors of n. We proceed as in the above example: for each subband we use DFTs to obtain the subband spectrum.
Also, we precalculate the z m − and F i (z m )− vectors. Then, for each ω ∈ Ω n , there remains a pointwise multiplication of the three parts in (11) and the overall summation.
We point to two special cases. In the ideal filter bank case, as we expect, there is no inter-subband aliasing and it suffices to evaluate the spectral responses for each subband and perform postmultiplication.
For "translation" filters f = h = δ , the various methods to evaluate the spectrum arising from possible maximal antichains are related to factorizations of the DFT n leading to the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm in the 2-band case [7] .
To give some figure on the computational complexity of the described method, we show the savings ∆ n ,k in real operations arising from the use of our method with a 2-band complete FBT of depth , signal length n, and approximation by k subbands per spectral line at average, when compared to standard FFT algorithms [15] . We obtain ∆ n ,k = (5 − 8k + 2)n − 12(2 − 1). As an example ∆ 256 3,1.5 = 1196, i.e., ≈ 15.5% of the operations can be saved in a 2-band filter bank cascade of depth 3, assuming a signal length of 256 samples and k = 2. As another example consider n = 1024 and = 5 which results in 32 subbands as it is the case in MPEG-audio coding. Considering the "nice" spectral responses of the MPEG-audio subband filter bank, we choose k = 1.5, resulting in ∆ 1024 5,1.5 = 14988 and a reduction by ≈ 36.6% of the operations.
III. Test Results
We give a brief overview on some of the conducted tests in the field of denoising of distorted high fidelity audio signals. Two models for representing audio signals and human perception were mainly considered, one based on psychoacoustic results, giving a critical band FBT (see Fig. 8 ), the other on the analysis of the signals octaveband structure using an FBT adapting the well-tempered musical scale (see Fig. 9 ) [6] .
We used several soft-and hard-thresholding transform-domain algorithms for denoising [16] . The examined transforms were standard wavelet-and cosine packet (WP and CP) best-basis transforms as well as the octaveband and bark-scale transforms described above. We also tested a new denoising method: after transforming a signal to its subbands via Near Perfect Reconstruction (NPR) FBT-analysis [17] , we apply standard softthresholding WP-and CP-denoising to the subband coefficients. Fig. 6 shows results of an informal listening test, where 16 persons were asked to rate various variants of ten noisy pieces of music: first the original, then several versions obtained by applying the denoising algorithms. The rating scale used extends from 1 (unacceptable) over 3 (reasonable) to 5 (good quality). The average and the standard deviation are given.
We used several classes of noise including material from old records, AM transmission as well as only slightly distorted recent recordings of pop music. Almost all of the pieces were initially recorded in HiFi quality.
The first test piece is a section of pop-music recorded from an AM-radio on an old tape recorder. The distortion is relative severe, indicated by the average 1.69-rating. The second piece is part of a recording of chinese string-instruments. The original recording has rather good quality, although there is noticeable background noise. In the first table CP-denoising is compared with normal FBT-denoising and the new FBTdenoising method applying WP-denoising on the subbands. The second tabular compares WP-and WFT-(windowed-Fourier-transform) denoising with the new subband-denoising FBT-method. The latter method is considered in a homogeneous two-band and an octave-band version.
The tests showed the FBT methods to be superior in several respects, especially in the reduction of strong noise coupled with clicks (from old records), and in the treatment of boundaries, where CP-and WP-methods tend to introduce clicking artefacts. The new subband denoising-method showed good results, especially in combination with a simple psychoacoustic model yielding a noised-tonal decision seperately for each of the subbands. The price for noise elimination with the subband denoising-method in severely distorted pieces is a slight unpleasant phase distortion, introduced when the noise parameters are not estimated to high accuracy.
This phenomenon is illustrated by the ratings for the denoised versions of a very severely distorted classical piece in Fig. 7 . Here, the noise level was over-estimated as can be seen from the bark-scale FBTs results.
IV. Conclusion and future work
We investigated M -band wavelet packets and filter bank trees (FBTs) for the design of arbitrary TFTs.
M -band wavelet packets can be constructed using an M -band MRA and M -band wavelets. They yield TFTs conceptually not obtainable by standard 2-band wavelet packets. To facilitate even more arbitrary TFT-designs, we investigated non-homogeneous cascading of multirate filter banks and gave algorithms that construct TFTs resulting from given FBTs, design FBTs given a split of the time-frequency plane, and allow efficient evaluation of the signals spectral response using the subband signals.
Note that popular adaptive algorithms can be naturally extended to the FBT-case. Those include single-or double-tree algorithms [3] , which can be described using a concept of tree structured basis libraries. Although we mainly considered audio signals, the proposed framework in its generality and the good results suggest the applications of FBT-methods in other fields of signal processing.
Further research on FBTs and M -band wavelet packets is conducted with specific interest in real-time signal compression and the construction of specific application-adapted FBTs. The incorporation of more flexible psychoacoustic models [18] seems also promising in denoising and compression applications, and is currently being investigated. 
